


Sun 27th Sep: It’s Sunday, It’s the Hash Weekend….it’s Hash o’clock!!!

“Let’s just call it a draw shall we?” Matt, 6:00am [wearily, across the Pod to Mark]

“I’ve got good new and bad news for the shorts” [cue loud groan…..]
As it turned out, it was mainly good news for the shorts. Gerry’s lie was a transposition error, so the 
Shorts were actually running only 2.3 miles rather than 3.2 miles, and given that the Long/Short 
split took place after about 1.5 miles, this meant they were running even less…..surely the Shorts 
don’t walk when out of sight, do they?

By this stage, Gerry had half the hash eating out of his hands. In fact, he had all the 4-legged 
members of the hash eating off the floor in front of him, as a ‘flour eating race’ developed between 
the canine conspiritors. They didn’t go short, they didn’t go long….they went ‘Yummm !’

“It is possible to stay dry…but it is more likely that you won’t” [cue resigned groan…and a 
small cheer from Ant]

The reason for this was the 4x4 off-roading track near 
Eastnor Castle, which hadn’t changed much from last 
year; i.e. long water-filled ruts and channels, and what 
wasn’t water was mud. 

The dogs seemed very happy (maybe they should be 
calle FRD’s?) and bounded through oblivious with no 
concerns at all. The only concern was when Elvis 
followed Poppy through a particularly long section - 
neither could be called ‘long-legged’ but Elvis would 
struggle to be called ‘short-legged’ and underwater 
breathing isn’t exactly his strongpoint. 



“I went Brass rubbing yesterday….but that looks more like Ass rubbing”
Bernie was in competition with the dogs for the ‘muddiest bottom’ having taken the escape route 
from one of Gerry’s falses. There were quite a few ‘Gerry-isms’, such as on-backs on the muddiest 
parts, and the never-ending on-back (a circular trail of arrows), but my particular favourite was the 
Bunny Ears. Or rather, when Bernie bent down to tie her shoelaces before the bunny section and 
was rewarded with a big white blob of flour on her bum. She was oblivious to this, but I’m sure I 
saw Yob’s eyes light up as she crouched and hopped along with the rest of the hash. Playboy 
Bunny…..there’s a hash name in the making?



Karma Police
It’s not often you see a Radiohead song referenced in a Hash write-up. When Ant was pre-
awarded the box of chocolates for the muddiest hasher at the start of the run, little did he know 
there would be competition that day. Not intentional mind you, but after trying (and failing) to put 
Helen forward (she would claim ‘push’) for the box of chocolates prize, it is safe to say that I shared 
the top step of the ‘muddy podium’ with Ant. Probably the only time I’ll ever match him in a sporting 
sense.

The Root of all Evil
There was an interesting debate on the way 
round with Roger about nomenclature. Given 
that the Eskimos have hundreds of words for 
‘snow’, and the Scots have thousands of 
words for ‘rain’, shouldn’t the hashers have 
many different words for ‘roots’? For example:

Teen - annoying juvenile root
Nan - old gnarled knotty root (Grandma 
wouldn’t work - it has to be one syllable as 
time is vital!)
Boy - general sticky-up root (presumably a 
‘man’ root would stick up even more?)
Girl - general sticky-down root (far trickier 
though, can never make its mind up which way 
to go)
Asbo - a particularly dangerous root/stump 
which has been ‘tagged’ with flour



Cupcake and Prosecco o’clock
So, the muddied and not-so-muddied survivors trooped back down into Ledbury for the customary 
sugar-rush pick me up…..it’s 12 o’clock, on a Hash Weekend…why, it must be cupcake and 
Prosecco o’clock!



Messin’ abat’ on’t river
For those who hadn’t had enough fun (or exercise) for the weekend, there was canoeing down at 
Symonds Yat near Ross-on-Wye. Not to rub it in, it was a perfect afternoon for meandering down 
the river. 

Mark was the self-appointed kayak leader and 
sped to the front of the pack with Sooper in the 
back. The rest of the hash soon worked out a 
system

One Mark - Very loud - far too close
Two Marks - Clearly Audible
Three Marks - Audible - about 100m away
Four Marks - Faint
Five Marks - Blessedly silent - a long way away!

Having been within 1 or 2 Mark range for the first 
couple of miles, the rest of us then spotted a 
beautiful picnic spot on the long curve of a bend 
and tied up our canoes. 3…4….then 5 Marks later, 
he disappeared off into the distance along with 
Roger & Roz continuing their weekend ‘lurve-
in’ (Jess had obviously already been dispatched to 
another canoe, far away). 



After we’d docked, Mike immediately got 
down on all fours and started crawling 
around. We’d originally assumed he was 
getting in touch with his inner-self, or 
looking for dropped scraps of food. He 
claims that he was helping another canoe 
party look for an lost earring, but Judy says 
‘he just likes it that way’ - make of that what 
you will.

Hash beats the ‘Super Moon’
There was one last highlight of a weekend full of highlight - the ‘Super Moon’ guiding us back along 
the A40, homeward-bound. 

The bad news - there isn’t going to be another Super Moon until 2033.
The good news - there is going to be another Hash Away Weekend long before then….probably 
about the same time next year if the last 20 or so are any indication

Hash Thanks for a wonderful weekend
* Audrey & Roger - General Mistress & Great Skipper [see above]
* Simon & Louise - Quiz-czars
* Dick & Tash - Quiz-ents
* Alan - ChainGang Lead Sprocket
* Maggie & Dave - aka Anneka & Kenneth (Treasure Hunt)
* Gerry & Mick - aka Drunk & Drunker    (Sunday Hash)
* Rose - Cupcake Queen
* Sarah - Water Baby

On On !

Matt ‘Scribbler’ Wright
Oct-15



Hashalator (on tour)

Talbot Arms

Beer 8: Butty Bach (£3.40) was delightful, and they seemed to be whizzing through the barrels with 
a very active front bar so it was in tip-top condition. 'Henry's' and 'Dirty Rugger' seemed marginally 
less popular, but probably because the crafty locals were holding back on the latter as it was soon 
to be in a 4-pint pitcher for £8 promotion for the England v Wales rugby match.

Non beer 6: 2 cokes, albeit with swizzle sticks were £4 (STD?)

Chips 5: £3,00 a portion, large floury, microwaved. Mind you, we weren't in a pub, we were in a 
hotel and we were well outside of our 10 mile comfort zone where the name of HWH strikes delight 
into the hearts of publicans. 

Hashmosphere 7: Black-timbered Tudor-type beams framed an attractive exterior off a busy side-
street. The bar itself was quite small and harshly-lit, but a 3-sided bar counter offered plenty of 
perching and serving space. Sooper's renowned charm did not hold sway with the Italian (?) 
landlady...the 1st time ever apparently - tough cookie 


